Town of Medley

Office of Capital Projects & Development Services
7777 NW 72 Avenue, Medley FL 33166

Date: July 26, 2014
Subject: RFP for Construction of Interior Alterations to the Medley Municipal Services
Facility (MMSF Police Department Expansion)
Solicitation Number: RFP 2014-03
OCPDS Number: PS-1301
Opening Date / Time: July 29, 2014 at 2:00 PM (Changed by this Addendum to Thursday, July 31,
2014 at 2:00 PM)
ADDENDUM Number: 3

To all interested proposers:
The Town of Medley defines a solicitation “Addendum” as an addition to or amendment of the original
terms, conditions, specifications, or instructions of a procurement solicitation (e.g. Invitation for Bids,
Request for Proposals or Request for Qualifications), including but not limited to questions and
answers, which are considered a material part of the solicitation.
Please note the following update:
Addendum 3 does the following:
Revises the Solicitations documents (additions shown underlined, deletions strikethrough) as
follows:
1. In Section 1 - Notice to Proposers:
a. In the first paragraph the submittal date for the proposal has been changed to July 31,
2014 at 2:00 PM.
2. Provides responses to additional Request for Information (RFI’s) submitted for the Project and
issued to date.
3. Provides revised Structural drawing Sheet S-1 in response to RFI A3-015.
4. Provides technical specifications for the Vanberg Armor-Glaze system in response to RFI A3017.
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RFP 2014-03 Addendum 3

RFI Responses - Addendum 3

MMSF Interior Alterations (PDE)
RFP No. 2014‐03

Issue date: July 26, 2014

RFI No.

RFI Ref.

A3‐001

B‐001

A3‐002

L‐013

A3‐003

B‐002, L‐
012

A3‐004

L‐014

A3‐005

L‐015

A3‐006

L‐023

A3‐007

Y‐003

Question
Security was a concern mentioned at the pre‐proposal
meeting due to children presence during construction. Is the
Contractor required to adhere to security measures such as
the Jessica Lunsford Act or any other similar security
measures?
Please indicate if there are any prevailing wage
determination of the project?
Shall Davis Bacon requirement be application to the
contract?
Please indicate is there are an LEED certification required on
the project. If so, which level of Certification.
Is this a Buy American project? If so, which act of ARRA?

Responses
The requirements of the Jessica Lunsford Act are not
applicable to this project. Town of Medley may implement
its own security measurements such as conducting
background checks and issuing ID tags for Contractor
workforce
Not applicable

Please confirm that all lockers shall be provided and
installed by the owner.
Can you provide the shop drawings for the Cat II glass in the
lobby to be legalized, or will the Contractor need to attain?

The Town of Medley will supply and install the lockers and
filler panels.
Shop drawings are not available

B‐003

Architectural Floor Plan A‐5 indicates what appears 4" CMU
Block and Concrete Bench for Cells 1 and 2. The Structural
drawings does not show any of these CMU/Concrete details.
Please advise and also indicate the height of the privacy 4"
CMU wall

A3‐010

B‐004

Drawings mention that the Town of Medley will supply
lockers. Will this include the filler panels also? If not, what
material does the Town of Medley wants the panels to be
manufactured?

A3‐011

E‐001

Please confirm that new fire alarm devices are in bold
symbols and existing to remain in are drawn light symbols

A3‐009

7/26/2014
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Not required
Not required
Not applicable

The height of the privacy wall is 4'‐0". The wall
consist of 4" block with #3 vertical reinforcing at 16"
o.c. in grout filled cells. All block cells should be
grouted. The bench consists of a 4" slab reinforced
with wire mesh as shown on detail. Bench perimeter
wall is 8" block with #5 vertical reinforcing at 24" o.c.
in grout filled cells. Provide 2‐#5 horizontal bars as
shown on plans
The Town of Medley will supply and install the lockers and
filler panels.

Confirmed

RFI Responses - Addendum 3

MMSF Interior Alterations (PDE)
RFP No. 2014‐03

Issue date: July 26, 2014

RFI No.

RFI Ref.

A3‐012

E‐002

A3‐013

E‐003

A3‐014

E‐004

A3‐015

B‐005

A3‐016

A3‐017

7/26/2014

B‐006

E‐005

Question

Responses
Fire Alarm panel is located behind the elevator core.
Access is through parking garage

Provide location of security pool
Lobby 118 calls for (3) fixtures on east part of room. Please
clarify if new or existing
Rooms 116, 117, 118 call for new fixtures tied to EM circuits.
Are they night lights? Should they turn on with rest of
fixtures? There is no relay shown
There seem to be discrepancies between the structural and
architectural drawings as follows;
1. The electric drinking fountain niche seems to be
approximately 14" off
2. Structural does not shown on the CMU wall continue to
form the drinking fountain niche
3. Structural does not indicate 2 beams and CMU walls
Is there a detailed Finished Hardware Schedule for this
project? The hardware schedule found on A‐16.1 is not
accurate and complete. Hardware set SH02 are for Doors
03, 06. The problem is that door 06 is a pocket door while
hardware set SH01CELL are for doors 04, 05 and door 04 is
for holdings cell while door 05 is for the Men's Locker. Please
advise...
Can you please provide specifications for the Epoxy Flooring
and Wall Covering noted on the Finish Schedule? We have
similar products but would like to confirm performance
specifications meet the designed product
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Lights are existing to remain
They are intended to be night lights

Attached is revised Structural sheet S‐1 addressing all
discrepancies

Hardware type SHO1 is for doors # 03 & 04, Hardware type
SHO2 is for doors # 01 & 02, Hardware type SHO3 is for
doors #1‐A (two doors). Hardware type SHO4 is for door #1‐
B. The plans call for the Contractor to match the existing
doors and hardware and to submit a complete schedule
hardware schedule for the balance of the doors (doors #5
thru #26)
Attached are the specifications for the Armor‐Glaze system
by Vanberg. The plans call for the Armor‐Glaze for the
walls and the Armor‐Slate for the floor

